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SECTION 4

OPERATIONS PLANNING

Careful and detailed planning and preparation is the
key to diving safety. First, all aspects of the diving
operation must be evaluated to determine if scuba diving
techniques are acceptable or if the surface-supplied diving
technique should be used. Open-circuit, demand type scuba
is the simplest and most frequently used type of diving
apparatus employed by the modern scientific/academic diver.
The apparatus does have certain advantages and limitations
that must be take~ into consideration when planning diving
operations. Open-circuit scuba has the following advantages:

l. Underwater mobility;

2. Portability;

3. Adaptability to small boat operations {requires
minimum support equipment!; and

4. Readily available training for civilian diver.

On the other hand, open-circuit scuba has a number of
limitations or disadvantages:

1. Limited depth;

2. Limited dive duration  air supply!;

3. Limited to low or moderate exertion level diving;

4. Inefficient utilization of gas supply;

5. Inefficient utilization of personnel in that two
divers are required underwater for safety purposes;

6. Limited communication capability;

7. Limited to self-contained thermal protection systems; and

8. Relatively unsafe for limited visibility diving
conditions.

Environmental conditions unfavorable for self-contained
diving include extremely poor underwater visibility, strong
currents, exceptionally cold water, ice cover, and contaminated
water. Self-contained diving is also more limiting in
operations where heavy work must be accomplished underwater.
Under the above conditions surface-supplied diving is considered
more desirable. In addition, the self-contained diver should



avoid dives requiring decompression; surface-supplied diving
is preferable for decompression dives.

Dive planning and procedures are subjects that are
frequently ignored in sport diving manuals wich are used
for many research diving training programs. Since diving
operations must be conducted at the highest possible level
of efficiency and safety, it, is necessary that all personnel
have a knowledge of standard operational procedures.

PRELIMINARY DIVE PLANNING

Preliminary pla~ning is vital for the success of any
diving operation. Without adequate preparation the entire
diving operat.ion may fail and, even more seriously, the safety
and well-being of the divers may be jeopardized. The diver
must be placed in the water under optimum conditions, including
sufficient knowledge, training, experience, equipment, and
safety. Surface support must be capable and well organized.
Although the diving supervisor is responsible for preliminary
planning and organization, the diving team and ship's crew
must render all possible assistance. A Diving Supervisor's
Checklist is included in Appendix E.

The preliminary planning phase of a diving operation is
divided into the following steps:

l. Survey of activity or task;

2. Evaluatio~ of environmental conditions;

3. Selection of diving techniques;

4. Selection of diver teams and assignment of task;

5. Selection of equipment;

6. Fulfillment of safety precautions and emergency
assistance plan; and

7. Establishment of procedures and briefing of all personnel.

Surve of Activit or Task

The first step in planning a diving operation is to
assess the activity or task and to formulate a general approach.
In a working dive, it must be determined if the job is feasible
and if the proper equipment and personnel are available to
undertake the job. All factors that might constitute a
specific hazard must be noted.
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Evaluation of Environmental Conditions

Diver safety, especially for self-contained divers, is
influenced considerably by environmental conditions. Careful
consideration must be given to both surface and underwater
conditions and appropriate arrangments made for diving under
these conditions. Surface conditions to be considered include
sea state, weather  present and predicted!, tides, currents,
ship traffic, etc. Underwater conditions include depth,
bottom type or condition, visibility, and temperature.

Weather conditions will generally be the first factor to
consider rn planning a dive. When possible, diving operations
should be cancelled or delayed during bad weather. Generally,
rough seas can be expected during storms and high winds. Weather
forecasts must be reviewed to determine if proper weather con-
ditions will last for a sufficient amount of time to complete
the mission. Critical weather changes and a wind shift can
jeopardize safety of personnel and vessels. Conditions must
be such that adequate mooring may be maintained for the
duration of the operation. Do not attempt self-contained
or surface-supplied diving in rough seas  Sea State 4: 5 to
8 ft waves; 1.5 to 2.4 meters!, and when possible, avoid or
limit diving in moderate seas  Sea State 3; 3 to 5 ft waves;
.9 to 1.5 meters! . Naturally, sea-state limitations will be
dependent to a large degree on the type and size of diving
vessel. Diving operations may be conducted in rougher seas
from pro erl p moored, larger vessels or fixed structures.
Land-based se3.f-contained divers should avoid entering a lake or
ocean in heavy surf.

Current and tidal conditions must be considered before
commencrng with divrng operatrons. Current direction and
magnitude are important considerations when mooring a diving
vessel. When currents exceed l knot, self-contained diving
operations should be avoided unless absolutely necessary and
adequate provisions are made for diver control and safety.
A pick-up boat is a desirab3.e factor. Some divers prefer to
carry smoke flares to signal for pick-up in an emergency or
if carried away from the boat by the current. Heavily weighted
surface-supplied divers are frequently required for work in
currents. Tidal currents may prohibit diving at some loca-
tions except during periods of tidal current direction change.
Consult tide tables when necessary and determine magnitude of
tidal currents prior to diving.

Self-contained diving operations should not be conducted
during periods of low visibility  fog, snow, rain, etc.! .
Self � contained divers are particularly vulnerable during
periods of low visibility since they may lose orientation
and be unable to relocate the diving vessel or shore base.
Also, the diving vessel may be in danger when anchored during
periods of limited visibility.
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~Shi traffic may constitute a hazard to divers, particu-
larly self-contarned divers. It is necessary to display proper
visual signals in a prominent location on the diving vessel
during operations in order to notify approaching vessels that
divers are in the water. The following signals are appropriate:

l. U.S. Diver's Flag: This is a red flag 4 units wide
by 5 units long with a one-unit wide white diagonal
from the upper-left to lower-right corners. Sizes
are not standardized and will vary with the size of
the vessel.

2. United Nations Maritime Group International Divers
Flag: The single-letter signal "A" or alpha flag
 blue and white! is recommended for international

waters and is currently used by the U.S. Navy and
the major nations of the world,

3. International Code of Signals: The two-letter signal
"HD" has the meaning, "I am engaged in submarine
survey work; you should keep clear."

4. Underwater Task Shapes: A "red ball � white diamond-
red ball" shape display spaced 6 ft �.8 meters! apart
may denote diving operations.

Self-contained divers must tow a float on which a diver' s
flag is displayed or be accompanied by a chase boat with a
diver's flag if they operate out of- the immediate vicinity of
the support vessel. The flag must be 3 ft  e9 m! above the
water. Divers must consult local authorities for regulations
on diver's flags since these regulations are designated on
a state to state basis.

Diving personnel must be protected from excessive ~ex osure
to adverse surface weather condit.ions. When working in tropi-
cal areas, the staging area should be shaded to prevent over-
exposure to sun. During cold weather in northern waters, divers
and surface personnel must be protected from cold air tempera-
tures and wind. Divers should not be expected to dress in
an open, unprotected area. When working from small craft,
divers should dress prior to leaving the shore base. If under-
ice dives are required, dress in heated, shore facilities
or heated, portable structures on the ice. Do not submit divers
to excessive exposure prior to the dive. Heated quarters and
warm showers should be available immediately after surfacing.

The selection of diving dress and equipment will depend
on the activity, weather conditions, and type of vessel. For
example, even though water temperatures may permit the use of
wet-type suits, cold air temperature and wind would dictate
a variable-volume dry suit  or equivalent! when diving from
an open or unheated vessel.

The t e of bottom affects the diver's ability to work
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and is a factor in determining visibility. Consequently,
this must be considered in the preliminary dive plan and
certain precautionary measures may be necessary to ensure the
diver's safety and efficiency. Nud  silt and clay! bottoms
are generally the most restrictive for divers. The slightest
movement will stir sediment into suspension and restrict the
diver's visibility. The diver must orient himself so that
the current, if any, will carry the suspended sediment away
from the work area, and he must use a distance line. Since
the self-contained diver is more hampered by the limited
visibility, surface-supplied diving techniques should be
considered for this activity. For general survey work,
self-contained diving techniques have certain advantages.
The diver can weight. himself to be neutral at survey depth
and move about without touching the bottom.

Sand bottoms present. little problem for divers. Visi-
bility restrictions from suspended sediment are less and footing
is firm. In marine areas the diver must be alert for sting
rays buried in the sand.

Coral reefs are solid with many sharp protrusions.
The drver should wear gloves and coveralls or a wet suit for
protection if the mission requires considerable contact with
the coral. Proper buoyancy control is extremely important.
Survey divers and photographers have to be cautious to avoid
injury. Learn to identify and avoid corals and any marine
organisms that might inflict injury.

personnel, equipment, and techniques. When possible, determine
the depth accurately prior to diving and plan the dive duration,
air requirements, and decompression schedule accordingly.

in dive planning since it will determine the type of equipment
 diving suits! and, in some cases, the practical dive duration.
Cold-water diving procedures and equipment are discussed
elsewhere.

water conditions, season, bottom type, weather, and currents.
Dark or murky water is a disadvantage in all underwater
operations. Self-contained diving should be avoided under
zero to limited visibility conditions when possible and a
surface-supplied diver used. If self-contained divers must
work in limited visibility water, a "buddy" line is recommended.

Self-contained divers are at a considerable disadvantage
especially if decompression is required. In addition to a
descent  shot! line, a distance line carried on a reel is
required. This enables the divers to return to the shot
line for controlled ascent. Short distance lines are also
desirable for surface-supplied divers in limited visibility.
An alternate method of controlling ascent and decompression
is by the use of an inflatable float with a line marked at
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10 ft � m! intervals below the float and which is twice as
long as the diving depth. At the end of the dive, the diver
releases the float and secures the line to an object on the
bottom with a releasable knot. He may then ascend to the
appropriate decompression level, unreeling the remaining line
below him. When he surfaces, the diver simply tugs on the
free end of the line to release the knot and to retrieve the
line. This technique is not recommended for diving in currents
or high wave activity. Caut.ion must be observed to avoid
becoming tangled in the line. Do not leave lines and floats
attached to submerged structures. Decompression dives should
be avoided by self-contained divers.

Self-contained divers must establish a procedure for
reunion of separated divers. Generally, the best procedure
is to surface or return to a predetermined bottom location if
separated. Striking the scuba cylinder with a rock or knife
has only limited value in reuniting separated divers. The
use of a buddy line or common float line is encouraged.

Selection of Divin Techni es

The proper diving technique, scuba or surface-supplied,
is based on the activity requirements, environmental conditions,
and available personnel. It is the responsibility of the diving
supervisor and divers to review the situation and determine
which technique to use. The advantages and limitations of
various techniques have been summarized previously.

Selection of Divers and Assi nment of Jobs

The diver must be qualified and designated in accordance
with the depth, equipment and environmental rating required
for the activity or underwater task. The diving supervisor
is responsible for determining the qualifications of a diver
before assigning him to an activity. ln addition to the diver,
the diving supervisor must designate qualified tenders or
aides, timers, and stand-by divers.

Selection of' E ui ent

The diving supervisor and divers will determine whether
to use scuba or surface-supplied diving equipment for a parti-
cular activity based on a review of the activity requirements,
personnel available, and environmental conditions. The diver
must be outfitted with the proper equipment to complete the
activity or task assigned . When selecting equipment, the
diver should not overburden himself with accessories. Use
only the equipment required for safety and completion of the
activity or task. When the diver is encumbered with excess
equipment, the possibility of entanglement and fatigue increases.

The minimum equipment for a scuba diver consists of:

1. Swimsuit;
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2. Buoyancy unit;

3. Knife;

4. Swim fins;

5. Face mask;

6. Watch or timer;

7. Depth gauge;

8. Thermal protection  as required considering environmental
conditions!; and

9. Scuba with submersible pressure gauge.

Most scuba divers prefer to carry a snorkel to facilitate
surface swimming when returning to the boat or shore with
exhausted air supply. A waterproof watch and depth indicator
 gauge! are now considered as required equipment on all dives.

A weight belt is required when wearing an exposure suit. The
submersible pressure gauge is mandatory for all scuba and
many authorities suggest that auxiliary breathing equipment
 octopus! be required.

Fulfillment of Safet Precautions

All personnel associated with the diving operation are
responsible for maintaining proper safety standards. Ultimately,
the diving supervisor  or team leader! must assume responsibility
for the safety of the divers. He must evaluate each and
every aspect of the operation. Safety is considered in all
aspects of preliminary planning. Divers must not be committed

which they are not sufficiently trained or equipped. In
evaluating environmental conditions and the dive site, the
diving supervisor must train himself to anticipate potential
hazards and take appropriate measures to protect the divers
from these conditions. Naturally, all hazards cannot be
eliminated from any diving operation; however, they can be
minimized. If a particular hazard is foreseeable, it can
usually be eliminated. The diving supervisor may wish to
prepare a list of potential hazards, including precautionary
measures to use when setting up the operation and briefing
the personnel.

The diving supervisor must verify that there are appropriate
emergency first aid supplies  including oxygen inhalation equip-
ment! available. He must establish an emergency protocol for
diver and/or aide injuries that includes emergency transpor-
tation, communications, medical attention  personnel and source!,
and recompression facilities  location and availability! .
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Establish Procedures and Brief Personnel

The diving supervisor, dive master, or team leader,
after careful evaluation of the above factors, will establish
the operational procedure and brief all personnel. The
procedure and briefing should include:

l. Objectives and scope of the operation;

2. Conditions in the diving area;

3. Dive plans and schedules;

4. Assignment of personnel: buddy teams, divers, aides,
tenders, and specific tasks for each;

5. Safety precautions; and

5. Special considerations.

The Underwater Team

A scuba diving underwater team must. consist of no less
than two divers. Diving alone should not be permitted, and
all team members must hold a valid diving certificate. A
leader will be designated for each diving team prior to
entering the water, and it will be the responsibility of the
other divers to stay in visual or physical contact with the
leader. If a diver becomes separated, he should promptly
surface or return to a previously designated location.

The maximum size of a diving team depends upon the diving
activity and environmental conditions. Generally, two-person
teams are more desirable in poor visibility waters. More than
two divers seem to easily become separated. For specialized
activities such as cave diving, many persons prefer to use
three person teams. It is assumed that two divers can better
handle a third "victim". diver in an emergency situation.
Large teams of four to ten divers can work under good visibility
conditions. The diving supervisor will stipulate the dive area
boundaries or require that all members of the team stay within
visibility range of a given central bottom feature, descent
line  with a highly visible submerged marker! � or "lead" person
 designated by a specific feature such as a special color
cylinder, a colored hood, etc.! . Under these conditions the
large team generally sub-divides into two-person swimming groups.
For underwater tours, a guide system has proven quite success-
ful. Ideally, this system utilizes a team leader and an
assistant. The leader  or assistant! enters the water first
followed immediately by various team members. The assistant
 or leader! enters last. The team assembles on the bottom at
the anchor or shot line and the leader then leads the diving
team or party on an underwater swim. The assistant  and one
other team member! swims at the end of the line of divers



to keep them from dispersing or falling behind. The team maintains
a close but comfortable spacing between divers. In this case,
the buddy pairing of divers may or may not be required. Any
person in the team may respond to the needs of another member.
However, generally the leader or the assistant is the focus for
emergency assistance. These persons are generally the most
skilled and are to be equipped with auxiliary breathing equipment.
The leader judges the dive/air supply duration and makes every
effort to return the team to the starting point  under the
boat! before any member has depleted the air supply. As the
members deplete their air supply, they are escorted to the
surface by the assistant or sent to the surface by buddy pairs.
Water conditions must be such that the leader and assistant
can maintain good visual contact. This technique works well
in clear tropical waters; however, its use is discouraged in
poor visibility water.

A diving supervisor will be designated for each diving
operation. His/her qualifications and responsibilities are in
accordance with those previously described.

A scuba diver's aide or tender may be used on scuba
diving operations. He/she must be qualified to independentlv aid
divers and operate all surface-support equipment. From a
standpoint of efficient manpower utilization, the aide may
be a qualified diver and used in a diver-aide rotation system.
However, there is no specific requirement that the aide must
be a qualified diver. He/she may be trained in theory and operational
aspects by the divers and diving supervisors. Ideally, aides
should be previously trained by instructors and assigned to
diving operations by the diving supervisors. He/she may receive
instruction in proper procedures during field operations. An
aide may be assigned to be a time keeper, record keeper, and
diver's surface assistant.

Frequently, scuba diving operations will involve only
two divers and one surface crewman. It is unwise to conduct
any d.iving operation without at least one person remaining
on the surface to aid divers before and after the dive and
to tend the surface vessel.

E ui ment Re uirements

All scuba divers must be adequately equipped for safe
diving. The exact equipment requirements depend upon the
underwater task, environmental conditions, dive depth, dive
duration, safety requirements, and personal preference.
Scuba divers should avoid wearing/carrying non � essential
equipment. The following items are considered as a basic
minimum for scuba diving operations:

1. Face mask;

2. Fins  additional foot protection such as a sock
or neoprene boot. may also be required to prevent
fins from chafing the foot!;
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8 't  vest, stabilizer jacket, back-mounted
unct or other approved designed/personal preference;
inflation from scuba commonly used; emergency inflator
separate from scuba; not required with some variable;
volume suits!;

3.

Self-contained underwater breathin a aratus  must4.

include submersible pressure guage! .

Snorkel  required for any scuba dive where surface
swrmmrng is anticipated!;

Knife*  required on any scuba dive where the possi-
brlrty of entanglement in lines, nets or marine
plants exists!;

Znvironmental rotection  the type and amount of
protect>on depends upon atmospheric and water
conditions; ranges from a cloth shirt for pre-post
dive sun protection to heavy-duty variable-volume
dry suit; gloves may be required for handling marine
life!;

3.

Watch/dive timer*  required to be worn by at least
one member of a buddy team for dives below 30 fsw
 9 msw!; required for all scuba divers below 80 fsw
�4 msw!!>

4.

D th *  required to be worn by at least one
buddy team for scuba dives below 30 fsw

 9 msw!; required for all scuba divers below 80 fsw
�4 msw!!;

Water roof decom ression tables  to be carried by at
least one me er o bud y team for all scuba dives
below 50 fsw �5 msw!; generally carried in buoyancy
vest pocket,; a slate with appropriate dive schedule
data is an acceptable substitute!;

Com ass  for dives in limited underwater and/or
sur ace visibility, at night, or where conditions
preclude unaided return to vessel or staging area;
wrist compass for occasional use, compass board for
precise navigation!;

* Required for all scuba divers who must comply with NIOSHA,
OSHA, or U.S. Coast Guard diving operations standards,
regardless of depth. These items are highly recommended
for all divers regardless of depth.

Additional items of equipment that may be required depending
on the environment and diving conditions include:
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8. Whistle  for emergency signaling; frequently attached
to buoyancy vest!;

 for night dives, diving in caverns,9.

Sl t / '1  small slate and attached pencil in vest
pocket; larger slate or clipboard system if extensive
data recording!;

10.

11. Surface float/diver's fla  required in navigable
waters; include tow line and line reel or retainer;
float anchoring device optional; minimum 14 x 16 inch
flag elevated 3 feet above water!;

W ' htb lt  properly adjusted for type of dive and
suit buoyancy!;

12.

13. Auxiliar breathin e ui ment  second mouthpiece unit
for single hose regulator or "octopus"/auxiliary small
scuba or "pony" unit; highly recommended for dives
below 60 fsw �8 msw!; discretionary based on
environmental conditions and personnel; required in
caves and under ice!; and

All scuba divers are encouraged to include a small
s are arts/tool kit in their personal equipment.:

l. Spare mask strap

2. Spare fin strap

3. Spare CO2 cylinders �!

4. High-pressure port plug for regulators

5. Spare bulbs/batteries for underwater light

6. Spare "0" rings �!

7. Adjustable wrench �-inch!

8. Spare pencils �!

These items may be placed in a small, waterproof container
and carried in the diving equipment bag. Be careful to
protect bulbs.

Each diver must provide his/her persona.l swim suit,
towel s!, and adequate protective clothing to wear on the
surface. If< tropical areas this will include lightweight
sun blocking garments, deck, beach, or coral shoes, and a
hat. In colder climates this will include wool and down
or fiber filled garments, wind/rain protection outer clothes,



gloves, and cold weather boots. A diver is also expected to
have in his/her possession, at or near the dive location, a
certificate of scuba diver training  C-card!; a copy of his/her
most. recent medical diver examination results; a personal log/
record book; and an information card specifying medications
currently being taken, medication allergies, and relative s!
to contact in the event of an emergency.

Other items of equipment including photographic equipment,
special lights, special surface floats, underwater propulsion
devices, signal flares, coral/beach shoes, Tines, pry tools,
collecting equipment/containers, thermometers, and so on will
depend upon the underwater task, diving conditions, and diving
procedures. All divers must have adequate equipment containers
or bags to transport and stow equipment. Also, include a
hanger for drying wet suits.

The Diving Supervisor or other designated person is
responsible for providing dive team equipment. Naturally,
the team equipment requirements will depend upon the dive
location, environmental condition, underwater task, and diving
technique/procedures. The following items are considered
as minimum for all organized diving operations:

l. First aid kit approved for diving  OSHA requires
approval by a physician!;

2. Oxygen inhalation unit  at least 30-minute oxygen
supply!;

3. First aid manual  OSHA requirement!;

4. Diving manual/handbook;

5. Decompression/repetitive dive tables;

6. Dive record sheets/repetitive dive worksheets;

7. Emergency information and procedures sheet;

8. Pencils/pens/note paper;

9. Clipboard;

10. Cylinder "0" rings;

11. Cylinder pressure gauge;

12. Neoprene cement for wet suit repairs;

13. Stopwatch or watch for dive timing;

14. Whistle and/or other appropriate signaling equipment;
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 for use at surface during night operations;
include extra bulbs and batteries!;

Communications unit  if no ship or land communica-
tiong gygtem is available at dive location; CB radio
may be uged; OSHA requirement!; and

]7 backboard/stretcher  recommended!.

The Diving Supervisor may also wish to include a stretcher/
backboard and a blanket. All items should be stowed in
substantial weatherproof containers and be available at the
dive location for routine or emergency use.

The Diving Supervisor may also include a Carbon Nonoxide
Test. Kit with his/her equipment.

Pre aration Prior to Divin Tri

In preparing for any diving pro}ect or trip it is
necessary to complete certain portions of the dive plan and
equipment inspection before leaving for the dive location.
Generally, the Diving Supervisor will prepare a specific
"checklist" for each trip. The following items must be
considered:

l. Personnel availability and qualifications;

2. Emergency procedures and contact numbers for
specific dive location;

3. Air source in field or portable compressor
requirements;

4. Scuba cylinders/regulators required  many divers
are issued a regulator for personal use or use their
own; some divers prefer to use their personal backpack;
cylinders often furnished by laboratory or sponsoring
agency!; and

Cylinders within hydrostatic test date;

Cylinders internally inspected within past year;

Scuba regulator inspected and approved for use
within past year;

All valves and regulators functioning properly; and

e. Cylinders charged-

5. Team/equipment transportation-
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The individual diver must consider the following:

1. Diving equipment and personal items checklist
 equipment requirements previously stated;
special request by Diving Supervisor; environmental
conditions; living conditions!;

2. Personal "fitness" and qualifications for specific
diving operations  discuss with Diving Supervisor;
disqualify self if physically unfit or if you feel
you are not qualified!;

3. All equipment. operational;

4. All equipme~t properly packed; and

5. Travel funds/advances;

Packing individual diving equipment and personal items
is generally a matter of personal preference. However, the
diver must consider transportation arrangements, space, weight
 especially on overseas flights! and so on. Most divers prefer
a roomy, heavy-duty soft vinyl, nylon or canvas equipment bag
instead of hard cases or containers. Soft, lightweight bags
for both diving equipment and personal items save space and
weight in vehicles, aircraft and diving vessels. In addition,
a net bag  "goody bag"! is desirable for stowing fins, mask,
snorkel, buoyancy vest, regulator, gauges, and other small
items on boats. Naturally, delicate instruments such as
depth gauges, compasses, watches, and masks should be placed
in a padded protective case and/or carried in a camera bag.
Regulators may be wrapped in a wet suit for protection.

One exception to this is the diver who has ample transpor-
tation space  pickup or van! and dives from a large vessel.
In this case the large plastic heavy-duty trash container with
a cover has gained significant popularity. This container
serves for transport., stowing on board vessel, and washing
equipment.

Comments for the Travelin Diver

Divers, both scientific and recreational, often travel
to distant and remote diving locations. Since most modern
travel is by air, the traveling diver must consider compactness,
weight, and durability among the criteria for selecting a
diving outfit. Generally, the scientific diver working at
tropical marine laboratories and the recreational diver vaca-
tioning at resorts will be provided with a scuba cylinder/
backpack, compressed air, lead weights, and a suitable dive
boat. In any case, the diver must be aware of what. equipment
will be provided and what equipment must be brought from home.
In the case of marine laboratories it is frequently best to
consult with others who have visited the laboratory recently
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or communicate directly with the laboratory's diving officer
regarding the immediate "condition" of laboratory equipment
and/or special requirements. The scientific diver may
occasionally find it necessary to transport all diving equip-
ment, including compressor, to facilities where scuba diving
is not considered as a part of the daily routine of the
laboratory.

The following should be considered when traveling to
tropical research or recreation facilities for scuba diving:

R lator.. The regulator should include a pressure
gauge and auxiliary breathing unit  octopus!. Many
marine laboratories and resorts now ~re sire the
pressure gauge. The use of the "octopus" will
depend on the diving situation. Scientific divers
will find regulator repair services generally
"unavailable" on islands. Consequently, when
projects rely heavily on diving, a second regulator
system should be taken. Also, the scientist may wish
to select a regulator which is "easily" repaired
with a minimum of tools and parts. At least one
manufacturer supplies an overhaul kit. The diver
should consult with a diving equipment. supplier/
service facility for further information and seek
special instruction in advanced regulator maintenance.
Do not attempt to repair or overhaul a regulator
unless specially trained.

backpack with padded shoulder straps.
2.

Fins, Mask, and Snorkel: Each item is a matter of
the dzver's personal preference. It is advisable to
carry an extra mask lens, especially if a prescription
lens is required for diving. Some divers simply
take a ~s are mask. Extra fin straps and a mask
strap should be included.

Buo anc Vest/Unit: The buoyancy vest is a matter
of personal preference. However, since many indivi-
duals do an extensive amount of shin diving during
visits to tropical reef areas, they may wish to inclufie
both the smaller "swimmer" vest and a standard buoyancy
compensator. Several spare cylinders, patch materials,
silicone grease, and penetrating oil are important
in vest maintenance. The more compact model buoyancy
compensators are most desirable for packing and general
use.

4.

W ' htb lt: Lead weights are generally available at
the laboratory or resort. However, be certain to
take a proper belt.

5.
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6. Tool/Spare Parts: In addition to the tools and spare
parts previously listed, the diver should also include
the following:

a. Screwdriver  size depends upon equipment such as
lights, camera housings, etc.!;

b. Slip-joint pliers;

c. Long-nosed pliers;

d. Allen head wrenches  as required for special
equipmehh!

e. Other special tools, extra "0" rings, and so on
as required for lights, camera gear, regulators,
etc.;

f. Silicone grease;

g. Penetrating oil; and

h. Extra instrument strap.

7. Environmental Protection E ui ment: Even in the
tropj.cs where water temperatures exceed 75 F �4 C!
some divers still prefer to wear a 3/16 in.  .47 cm!
or I/O in.  .63 cm! wet suit for both thermal and
physical protection, especially on long dives.
However, on the surface the suits are hot and diffi-
cult to put on and take off on small boats. Others
use a 1/8 in.  .31 cm! or 3/16 in.  .47 cm! short
sleeve jacket. Many divers wear close-fitting long
or short sleeve shirts and old denims  straight
leg, not bell-bottom! for protection from corals
and to reduce chafing from backpack straps and the
buoyancy compensator. The clothing also provides
sun protection on the surface. Leotard bottoms
are also used. Avoid bulky, heavy clothing! The
increased drag can cause serious fatigue problems;
even tight denim jeans have a significant drag
factor.

Sun protection is extremely important. The
divers should have lightweight long sleeved shirts,
long pants, and sun hats  with chin strap! for
surface wear. Protect the feet also if open sandals
are worn. A high collar or bandana may be required
to protect the neck. Sun lotions will be discussed
later.

Generally foot protection is necessary to
prevent chafing. Neoprene boots or socks are
commonly used. Do not swim without boots if you
normally wear boots in colder waters. Blisters can
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lead to serious infected wounds. Many persons will
walk on rocky beaches or wade in shallow waters.
An old pair of canvas or nylon sneakers with a sturdy
sole will provide good foot protection; high tops
are desirable.

Complete sun protection is extremely important
for the surface swimming skin diver.

In addition to sun protection clothing include
a good pair of dark and/or polarized sunglasses.
When working in remote areas, take a spare pair.
If you wear prescription glasses, include a spare
pair or at least a pair of clip-on type for your
regular glasses.

No matter how good you think your suntan is,
you will still burn in the tropros if you do not
take proper precaution. An ample supply of suntan
lotion and/or sunburn prevention lotion should be
included with your personal equipment. The following
have been found to be satisfactory:

Sun block: U-Val
Sundown  good in water!

Sun screen: PreSun
Sun Tanning: Bain de Soleil

Hawaiian Tropic  Professional!

8. Instruments: All divers should have a watch/dive
tamer, depth gauge, and co~pass. Transport these
items in your camera bag or carry-on luggage, not
in the dive bag. Some instruments  depth gauges!
are sensitive to reduced pressures and may be damaged
during air transport. Consult manufacturer's manual
for information and special precautions. A pressure-
tight container may be required to protect the equip-
ment. Underwater light housings with batteries
removed make satisfactory pressure-tight housings.

Underwater Li hts: Spare bulbs and batteries for
dive lz.ghts will not be available on most islands.
Always include spares. If extensive night diving
is anticipated, take two or more lights in case one
floods. Consider the new compact lights. Recharge-
ables are excellent if a proper power source is
available. Transport with switch taped in "off"
position or with batteries removed. A high
intensity light accidentally turned on in a dive
bag can produce enough heat to ignite fabric.
This could be critical in the luggage compartment
of an airplane.

10. Personal First Aid Su lies: It is wise to pack a
few personal first aid supplies since they will be
limited or unavailable in some areas. Cuts, abrasions,
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and sunburns are common in tropical diving. The kit
should include:

a. Alcohol;

b. Assorted bandaids;

c. Antibacterial soap;

d. Antibiotic ointment;

e. Pain relief tablets;

f. Sunburn cream;

g. Decongestant  spray or tablet!;

h. Ear rinse  if you have a history of external
ear infection!;

i. Notion sickness tablets; and

j. Personal routine medications  if any! .

A bottle of isopropyl alcohol may be used for
cleaning ears as well as first aid for flooded
cameras. Use unbreakable plastic containers.

a. Clothes line �5 feet of lightweight multipurpose
cord with a few small plastic clothes pins!;

b. Towel  beach size is useful; may be used for
packing protection!;

c. Plastic bags  sealable; useful for packing; larger
heavy duty bag to protect surface camera on dive
boat and keep clothing dry!;

d. Camera first aid supplies  alcohol, jeweler's tools,
silicone spray, and reprint of article on how to
do it!.

All equipment must be
ication.

12.

1 P : All divers must have a C-card. It
is advisable  required at some facilities! to have a
logbook and copy of your most recent medical examina-
tion. When traveling outside of the United States,

13.

11. Miscellaneous: A number of items can be included
to add to your comfort and convenience while diving
in remote locations. However, these items must be
selected with discretion. Avoid excessive weight
and bulk. The following may be considered:



You should carry a passport. However, a voter
registration card or birth certif icate will suf f ice
in some foreign countries. Requirements range
from visas to passports to none at all. Check with
travel authorities prior to t.raveling to a foreign
country. ProOf of U.S. Citizenship will also be
required when re-entering the United States. Be
certain tO document all foreign made CameraS, strobes,
lightmeters, tape recorders, watches, etc. on a
Certificate of Registration at a U.S. Custom's
Office prior to leaving the United States. Otherwise
you might have to pay duty when returning the equip-
ment to the United States.

14. Tricks of the Trade: Many divers experience diffi-
culties when traveling by air to foreign countries.
The following are a few helpful hint.s for traveling
divers:

a. Do not carry COg cylinders in carry-on luggage.
To an uninformed inspector they look like
miniature bombs.

b. Do not carry a bang stick or shark dart or
diver's knife in carry-on luggage unless you
want to be the center of attention at the
baggage inspection counter and spend some
anxious moments in a small room explaining
that you have no interest in acquiring your
own scheduled aircraft.

Purchase a moderate size, heavy-duty carry-on
camera bag, brief case or bag. Be certain that
the handles or carry straps are extremely sturdy
and well secured to the bag. Some people have
extended their overseas weight limit from the allowed
44 pounds �9.8 kilograms! to in excessive of 88
or more pounds �9.6 kilograms!. You will
probably not want to be carrying the bag when
you check your other luggage. Do not appear
"strained" as you board the plane and avoid
dropping it. on another passenger's foot.

C.

A SCUBA DIVE

Individual Pre aration and Dressing for the Dive

l. Attend dive briefing/planning session  understand task,
procedures, personnel assignments, depth/time limits,
etc. !;

2. Physically/mentally "fit" and qualified for dive;

In addition to general planning, the following procedures
should be carried out prior to the dive:
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Personal analysis of environmental conditions,
staging area, etc..

Understand emergency procedures  especially buddy
separation and emergency ascent!;

Buddy selected/appointed and approved  buddy qualified!;

Entry and exit plans � exit locations if shore
diving, primary and alternate!;

Review standard, special, and emergency signals;

Gauge cylinders immediately before entering the
water to ensure that there is sufficient air for
the dive;

Attach xegulator and open cylinder valve to determine
if there are any leaks in the scuba-

Inhale and exhale through the mouthpiece  or mask! to
ascertain that the scuba is functioning properly;

Inspect breathing tubes, harness, etc., to ensure
that the unit is properly assembled;

Close the air reserve mechanism  if used!,

Don diving suit  if surface temperatures are high,
do not zip up jacket or put on hood until last
possible moment; if overheating, pour some water
inside suit and stand in shade!;

Don watch, depth guage, compass, knife, and buoyancy
compensator;

Inspect buoyancy unit and its gas cartridge  and/or
injection system! to ensure readiness for operations

Select a safe location to don scuba  many prefer to
don fins before scuba, others prefer to not walk on
decks with fins and wait until just before entering
the water to don them; the exact procedure depends
on the vessel or dive location; the diver must be
able to move safely to the entry point without
tripping over equipment or people when wearing fins;
manuevering to put on fins with scuba on your back
and on a rocking boat can also lead to injuries;
evaluate each situation individually!;

Don scuba and secure harness properly to ensure
quick release in an emergency. Diving partner and/
or surface personnel will aid with donning scuba;
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18. Don weight belt  generally the weight belt is put
on last to be certain that the weight belt is not
placed under the BC straps or under scuba harness
straps; it must. be in a position to drop without
obstruction!;

19. Check diving partner's equipment and finalize
 or review! dive plan:

a. Air supply;

b. Location and operation of BC power inflator/
deflator, CO2 discharge mechanism, weight release,
scuba harness release, and knife;

c. C02 cylinder charged and discharge mechanism
operational;

d. Gauges, watch, and compass available and
properly placed;

e. Straps properly secured;

f. Weight belt free of obstruction.

20. Have scuba, mask, snorkel, and fins ready to don
just before entering water;

21. Prepare to enter the water after clearance from the
Diving Supervisor.

The Dive

Both divers will enter the water at the same time or one
immediately after the other. Entry techniques will depend on
staging area or type of vessel. Upon entering the water, the
divers will stop at the surface, unless prohibited by current
or surface conditions, to:

l. Make a final equipment check;

2. Adjust buoyancy if necessary;

3. Check scuba operation and inspect partner's scuba
for leaks;

4. Check to ensure that your partner's reserve mechanism
is closed if scuba is so equipped  lever in up posi-
tion!; and

5. Report any inadequacies or malfunctions of equipment
to your partner and the Diving Supervisor. Correct
any deficiencies before making the descent. ~I
deficiencies cannot be corrected simply and immediately,
abort the dive.



Descend ~to ether. If one diver experiences di ffi
culty equalizing pressure, the other diver should stay
with him/her. Although the divers will set their own
rate of descent, exceeding 75 ft/min �2.5 m/min! is
not recommended.

A descent line or anchor line should be used when
possible even in clear water. This aids the diver
in maintaining depth and controlling descent for
pressure equalization purposes.

2.

When descending without something to facilitate
orientation, occasionally a diver will experience
vertigo and severe disorientation. If these
conditions develop, it may be necessary to abort.
the dive.

3.

4. As the divers descend in clear water they should
take the opportunity to get a visual overview of
the bottom topography and establish an orientation
pattern. This will enhance underwater navigation
and safe diving.

Upon reaching the bottom, the divers must confirm
that. everything is satisfactory and immediately
establish orientation. Previously, one diver will
have been designated as leader.

If there is a current, swim against it initially
so that returning to the boat or starting point
may be facilitated by drifting with the current
at the end of the dive.

6.

If visibility is limited, the divers may wish to
use a "buddy line" and/or a distance line  on a
reel! to facilitate return to the descent line.
This is especially necessary for proper decompres-
sion procedures.

Proceed with the activity or task and avoid excessive
exertion. At, the first sign of increased breathing
rate, fatigue, etc., sto , rest, and ventilate!

Observe proper buddy procedures and follow the dive
plan.

9.

Upon completion of the final equipment check, the divers
will signal each other and the Diving Supervisor that they are
ready to descend. When the divers are ready, the Dive Supervisor
will signal them to commence the dive. The divers will observe
the following procedures during descent and while swimming
underwater:
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l0. The diver should monitor his/her air supply pressure
gauge throughout the dive- Terminate in accordance with
the pre-dive plan, if not before. Begin ascent with
not less than 300-500 psig depending on depth and
conditions. Always have at least 200 psig remaining
in the scuba when you reach the sur f ace. Completely
exhausting the air supply in the water can lead to
awkward if not hazardous situations-

When the activity or task is completed, air supply
depleted, ' or the dive time is up the divers should
acknowledge to each other that it is time to
terminate and then proceed to the line or ascend
directly at a rate of 60 ft/min {18 m/min! . Both
divers must ascend together. Never leave one on
the bottom to complete the task even though he/she
may have sufficient air,

When diving in a strong current., it may not be possible
for the divers to make a final in-water equipment check and
adjustment at the surface. In this case, added precaution
is taken in onboard preparation and the divers will check
each other below the surface during descent.

There is no such thing as a "routine" dive. Every
dive is unique and requires individual planning and execution.
It is impossible to develop a rigid list of dive preparation
and procedural requirements that can be applied to all situa-
tions. Rather, the above list is general in nature and must
be modified as required to fit the diving situation. The
dive team must take time to discuss and re-evaluate procedures
especially after diving at the same location and using the
same procedures day after day. Over-familiarit. breeds
over-confidence and carelessness.

COMPUTING AIR REQUIREMENTS

The scuba diver must be provided with a sufficient air
supply in order to complete the underwater task. ln many cases
the dive and work task will be planned in accordance with the
available air supply. Air consumption is a function of depth,
exertion level, water temperature, and individual physiological/
psychological variables. In some situations high air supply
requirements will preclude the effective use of scuba and
surface-supplied diving equipment will be required.

In the past, considerable emphasis has been placed on
"exact" calculation of scuba diver air requirements. Today,
most authorities find such precise calculations impractical
because of the wide range of variables. Realistically, the
divercan only roughly estimate the underwater time for a given
amount of air on a basis of theoreticaL calcuation and/or
past experience. The dive duration will ultimately be
determined by observing a timing device {or watch! in order
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Approximate air requirements for a given depth and
exertion level may be calculated using the formula

D+ 33
C =C~,

where D is the depth in feet, C is the surface consumption
at a given exertion level, and 2d is the consumption at depth
expressed in standard units  volume of air consumed from scuba
converted to measurement at one atmosphere! . The term
standard cubic foot  scf! is frequently used to designate
consumption. For practical purposes, assume that a standard
cubic foot is that volume of air reduced to atmospheric pressure.
On the other hand, the term actual cubic foot refers to the
volume of air measured at a higher or ambient pressure. For
example, a standard scuba cylinder has a measured internal
volume of only approximately .5 cubic feet. �4 liters!. This
is actual cubic feet. Yet the volume of air in a filled

cylinder is expressed as 71.2 cubic feet �015 liters! at
2475 psig �65 atm!. This is standard cubic feet.

The average surface consumption  Cs! for various exertion
levels is:

.5 cfm
1 cfm
2 cfm
2 cfm
3 cfm

Light exertion/warm water
Moderate exertion/warm water
Heavy exertion/warm water
Moderate exertion/cold water
Heavy exertion/cold water

For example, a scuba diver working at moderate exertion level
in warm water at 99 fsw �0 msw! would calculate air consumption
as,

  	 = 4 scfm
33

However, a diver performing heavy work in cold water at a depth
of 132 fsw �0 msw! might require,

  132 + 33 � ]5 fm
33

to remain within the proper dive time limits and the submersible
scuba pressure gauge to insure that the air supply isn't depleted
before the diver is prepared to surface. As a general rule,
the diver should begin ascent at a pressure of 300 to 600 psig
�8 to 56 kg/cm ! depending upon depth and dive conditions
 assuming no-decompression and depth not exceeding 130 fsw
�9 msw!! . As a general University policy, all scuba divers
are required to have 200 psig �4 kg/cm ! of air remaining
in their cylinders when they return to the boat or staging
area. This policy discourages "thoughtless running out of
air" and reduces the likelihood of emergency situations.
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A simplified procedure for rapid calculation of air
consumption at depth  Cd! is given by the formula

P  C ! = Cd,
a s

where P is ambient pressure at diving depth expressed in
terms ok the nearest atmosphere. For example, air consumption
under heavy exertion in warm water at a depth of 60 fsw �8 msw!
iSP

3 �! = 6 scfm

Total dive time  Tt! for a given volume of air is
calculated using the formula

V
C

where V is the volume of air available. To simplify calculations,
"total dive time" is often used instead of "bottom time".
Remember that total dive time infers a total dive profile,
surface to surface.

Hany divers calculate air consumption in terms of "psi"
consumed per minute. A diver can compute his/her psi consump-
tion at surface pressure  Ps! for a given set of conditions
using the following formula:

P 33 33 Pc
T 33 + D 33T + DT s

where Pc is psi consumed in a timed swim at. a constant depth,
T is the duration of the timed swim, and D is the depth of
the timed swim. For example, a diver swims at a depth of
10 fsw � msw! for lG minutes and consumes 3GO psig of air.
Determine surface consumption,

33 P �3! 300
23.02 psig/min

33T + DT

Therefore, the same diver swimming at 99 fsw �0 msw} under
similar temperature and exertion conditions would consume

23 � ata! = 92 psig/min

Occasionally, scuba divers are required to dive with a
partially filled cylinder. For dive planning, the exact
volume of air available may be determined using the formula

P

 Vr! = Vp r a
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where P is the cylinder gauged pressure, P is the rated
pressure, Vr is the rated volume, and V is the volume of
air available expressed in standard units. For multiple
cylinder scuba, multiply Va by the number of cylinders. For
example, the volume of air contained in a standard 71.2 cf
steel cylinder  rated pressure: 2250 psig plus 10% overfill
srnce the cylinder is date 79+! at a gauge pressure of 1600
psl ls

16002475�1.2!=45.6scf

To simplify the calculation of available volume, a "constant"
 K! may be determined for any given cylinder using

V
r

p = k.
r

For the above steel cylinder k = . 0288. Approximate values,
generally adequate for most scuba diving calculations, may
be determined by using k rounded to the nearest . 01, i.e.,
.0288 = .03.

A simplified calculation of dive duration on a given
air supply may be completed as follows:

l. Standard steel 71.2 cf cylinder pressurized to 2000 psig.

2. Diver must have 200 psig remaining in cylinder when
he/she surfaces, therefore, only 1800 psig available
for use.

3. Diving d.epth is 65 fsw.

4. Exertion level is moderate in warm water.

5. Calculation:

l800  .03! = 18 minutes total dive time.P  k!
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HAND S IGNAI S

POST DXVK PROCEDURES

Personnel should be available to help divers from the
water and remove diving apparatus.

The divers should avoid excessive exertion such as

hauling the anchor.
2.

All divers must be observed for signs of sickness or
illness resulting from the dive.

3.

4. Commence warming procedures as soon as possible.

Secure equipment to prevent damage or injury to
personnel while the boat is underway.

5.

6. Record any equipment defects or operational problems.

Prepare/complete entries in a rough field log, both
supervisor's and diver' s, as soon after the dive as
possible. Transfer data to permanent logs as soon as
possible.

7.

Undertake preventive maintenance of equipment, dry suits,
and stow equipment for transport/protection.

8.

9. The Diving Supervisor will inform the diver of:

a. The location of the nearest chamber and medical

assistance;

b. Hazards and rules regarding flying after diving; and

c. Necessity of reporting symptoms of potential diving
injuries.

Hand signals  Appendix D! are used by scuba divers to
convey critical information rapidly. Eleven hand signals
were approved as a national standard for scuba divers by
the American National Standards Institute. These signals
are marked with an asterisk *! in Appendix. Unfortunately,
there are still divers who learned and use non-standardized
signals. Dive team members must agree on a set of signals
prior to the dive. This is best accomplished by the Diving
Supervisor during briefing sessions. The national standard
signals will be designated for University diving operations.
Special signals may be designed to meet specific requirements.
Remember that most signals will be given with a gloved or
mittened hand.
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10. The diving team should stay together for at least
one hour after a dive for medical reasons.

ll. All divers should carry an information card for 24
hours in the event of delayed symptoms of decom-
pression sickness/air embolism.

BOAT DIVING

General

Frequently, divers will be required to use a boat as
a diving platform. Diving vessels range in size from small,
inflatable rubber boats to large research vessels or charter
boats. The type and magnitude of diving operation, environ-
mental conditions, distance offshore, number of personnel,
amount of support equipment, etc. will dictate the type and
size of vessel. For nearshore, scuba diving in relatively
calm water a small 14 to 18 ft �.2 to 5.4 m! outboard
motorboat is commonly used. More extensive offshore diving
operations must be undertaken from a larger vessel with
adequate deck space and seaworthiness. The following factors
must be considered:

1. Adequate size to comfortably accommodate divers,
surface personnel, and. equipment;

2. Sufficient stability and seaworthiness to function
as a platform for diving operations;

3. Vessel well-maintained, in satisfactory operating
condition, and equipped with proper safety equipment
as required by state and/or federal laws  Certificate
of Inspection, if applicable!;

4. Large, open, work area;

5. Mooring capability �- or 4-point moorings may be
required for large boats!;

6. Adequate protection from sun or cold;

7. Sufficient storage space to accommodate diving
equipment when not in use;

8. An adequate ladder and staging area to facilitate
entering and leaving the water;

9. Diving personnel and/or professional crew trained
in boat handling, seamanship, etc.  licensed crew
when applicable!; and

10. Ship-to-shore communications  marine radio with Federal
Communications Commission Station license posted; CB
may be used in some small boat operations!.
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A satisfactory diving ladder/exit platform is an extremely
important safety consideration. Most boats, unless specifically
designed and equipped for diving, will not have a ladder that
is safe for use by divers. Serious injuries have resulted
from the use of inadequate ladders. The ladder should include
the following features:

l. Solid construction;

2. Rungs wide enough to allow comfortable use with
bare feet and stability with fins;

3. Hand rail extending the full length of the ladder
to give the diver a "hand hold" until he is completely
on deck;

4. Inclination of about 10-15 degrees relative to the
side of the vessel; and

5. Secure enough to avoid movement when the diver is
on it.

Small Boat Diving

Choice of Craft � Features to consider in selecting
a small boat for diving include seaworthiness, stability,
space, and carrying capacity. The boat may be of rigid
construction or an inflatable design. Good quality
inflatable boats are excellent diving crafts if protection
from surface exposure is not required.

engines. The engines must be serviced and in good working
order. A rigid, comprehensive service/maintenance program
should be established. Engine operation must be verified
prior to leaving for the dive area. Avoid outdated, poor1y
maintained outboards.

Be certain to secure the engine to the vessel with a
safety chain. Generally, a gasoline-oil mix will be required.
Use appropriate mix proportions and oil. Be certain that
you have sufficient fuel for all requirements p3.us reserve
fuel for an emergency.

A spare parts/tool kit must be included as standard boat
equipment. The kit must include spare plugs, shearpins, and
a starter rope ~lus the appropriate tools to replace them.
Ideally, an engine trouble-shooting chart with correction
procedures should be included in the kit. The kit should be
fully waterproof and stowed in a secure location. At least
one member of the dive team must know the function of the
engine and how to make field repairs.

Always carry an auxiliary pair of paddies or oars;
they could be your only means of propulsion in an emergency.
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Many divers prefer the use of twin-outboards. This means
you will generally have propulsion if one engine fails.
Others use a small auxiliary engine that is exclusively for
emergency use.

'/
tool kit standard boat equipment must i~elude a bailing
device or container, a flashlight, emergency flares, and
approved lifejackets. The diver's inflatable vest is not
an approved flotation unit for boating. Ideally, a lifeline/
float for throwing rescues should be available. A first
aid kit is standard equipment. Ship-to-shore communications
is required for all diving operations covered by federal/state
occupational safety and health regulations and are recom-
mended for all offshore diving operations. A diver's flag
and adequate support must be available. All boats must. be
equipped with a fire extinguisher; even gasoline outboards
can present a hazard if fuel is mishandled. A megaphone
is useful for warning approaching boaters or recalling divers
on the surface. An underwater diver recall/signalling device
is also desirable.

Navi ation E ui ment - The amount and type of navigation
equipment wall depend upon the diving location, distance offshore,
landmarks, and so on. Ideally, a waterproofed chart, or chart
in a waterproof case, of the area should be on board. Even
if you navigate by landmarks and buoys a compass must be
available. Fog, forming while you are offshore, can necessi-
tate the use of a compass for safe return to port. A sextant,
pencils, and instruments should be included as required.

Knots for Line Handlin /Attachment � All boat divers
must be able to tie the following knots:

Bowline
Square Knot
Clove Hitch
Two Half Hitches
Sheet Bend

Lines must be coiled in a fashion to prevent snagging when
being deployed. Coiling the anchor line into a locker or
container is a good practice. The line may also be figure-
eighted on the deck to minimize snagging during rapid
deployment.

Pre aration of Boat � Pre-launching preparation procedures
will depend upon the boat itself. In general, inspect the
boat to assure that no damage has occurred during transport,
secure drain plugs, secure engine, ready mooring and anchor
lines, and stow safety equipment. Do not bury the anchor
and anchor line under diving gear. Do not load heavy equipment
into the boat until it is afloat. Be certain that inflatable
boats are assembled in accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions.
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L~aunchin � When launching from a trailer, make sure that
someone is holding onto the mooring lines while the boat is
being pushed off the trailer. Be certain that the trailer
is parked in a proper location so as not to interfere with
the launching of other boats. Load heavy equipment while
the boat is moored. Be assured that the water depth is
adequate to prevent damage to the engine. Install or
lower engine, connect and prime fuel system, start engine,
check for cooling water coming from engine, and allow
sufficient time for the engine to warm up before proceeding
to sea. Be cautious to avoid engine damage in shallow water.

Handlin Under Way � All boat operators, regardless of
the size of the boat must be familiar with boating "rules of
the road," local rules, speed regulations, and so on. Pamphlets
and manuals relating to these subjects are available from
the U.S. Coast Guard, state agencies such as the Department
of Natural Resources, and some sheriff's departments. A
variety of boating manuals are available in book stores.
Each operator should be provided with appropriate information.
Speed is one of the greatest hazards. Avoid unnecessary
speed, particularly in confined water. Avoid sudden bursts
of speed and tight turns under full power. The latter can
cause a capsizing, and if not expected by those in the
boat, can pitch people overboard. In addition, equipment
may move around causing damage or injury.

The operator must be in total control of the vessel at
all times. This requires, among other things, constant and
uninterrupted attention to the boat and surrounding water.
Always be alert for other craft. or persons in the water
 swimmers, waterskiers, etc.!. Do not allow a person
under the influence of alcohol or drugs or a person suffering
from motion sickness to operate a boat.

Hopefully, a diving team will not put to sea in adverse
rough water conditions. However, such conditions can develop
quickly and a team in a small boat can be "caught out" by
bad weather conditions. The general rule is, "Keep the boat
headed into the sea and proceed at slow speed." When it is
necessary to go with the sea, allow the waves to overtake
you; to travel faster than the sea means that the boat is
more likely to suddenly swing off course and be hit broadside
by the waves. Watch waves approaching from the stern and
control speed in order to minimize water flood over the
stern. If your course is across the direction of the seas,
it may be necessary to alternately "almost" head into the sea
for some distance and then change course so that the sea is
"almost" astern. If the distance between wave crests is
large, it may be possible to run at speed along the trough and
turn the bow into the crest at the last minute. In rouqh
seas all. persons in small boats must wear lifejackets, or at
least the diver's inflatable vest. Ideally, all persons, both
tenders/operators and d.ivers, should wear divinq suits or



waterproof exposure suits, especially if the water is cold.
Not only does this allow for greater thermal comfort and
reduce the discomfort of wetting spray, but greatly enhances
survival if the boat capsizes.

When going alongside a dock or object or' picking up a
diver in the water, approach against the wind or tide,
whichever has the greatest effect on the boat, and on the
sheltered side if possible. Use reverse gear to "brake",
if necessary. The idea is to come to a halt within reaching
distance of the dock, object, or diver. The most common
fault when going alongside or picking up is to approach
too fast. Do not hurry! When moving off from alongside
a pier or boat, back off first if possible.

Anchorin and Moorin � The anchor must be of adequate
size for the boat. A Danforth or grapnel  wrecks/rock bottom!
with approximately l2 ft �.6 m! of chain is recommended. The
heavy-duty anchor line should be at least three times the
maximum water depth. Many divers secure a buoy near the
upper end of the anchor line. In the event that the boat must
be moved quickly  such as picking up a distressed diver!,
the anchor line can simply be thrown off and later retrieved.
Mooring lines, twice the length of the boat, should be
available at the bow and stern.

Always anchor clear of other craft, and not in an
area designated as prohibited or restricted on a chart.
Be sure that the anchor line is clear. Stop the boat
into the wind or current and let the anchor go, allowing
the boat to drop astern. Pay out plenty of line. Nake
sure the anchor is holding before stopping the engine.
Always make sure the anchor line is secured in the boat.
When retrieving the anchor, start the engine first. The
engine can be used "slow ahead" to assist in breaking out
the anchor and while the anchor is being hauled in. Imme-
diately prepare the anchor line so that the anchor is always
ready for use. It may save you from disaster in the event
of engine failure or other emergency.

The anchor line is often used as a descent-ascent line.
Often this practice encourages divers to use less "scooe"
or adequate length of line for anchoring. Such practices
can lead to dragging the anchor or place unusual stress on
the line or boat hardware, especially in rough seas. Use
of a specific weighted ascent-descent line secured to the
stern is more acceptable. Some divers use a separate
ascent-descent system. Once the vessel stabilizes after
anchoring, a heavy weighted line with a surface float is
placed directly off the stern of the vessel. The line is
generally equal to the water depth so it remains taut.
The size buoy will depend upon the bottom weight; however,
both should be of adequate size to allow the divers to pull
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down or up on the line without affecting the position
of either. A short length of line generally leads from the
boat to the ascent-descent line.

When the anchor line is used for descent and ascent and
a current is running, a length of line is secured from the
stern to the anchor line. The diver holds this line as he/she
enters and pulls hand over hand to the anchor line. In all
current diving a brightly colored floating line with a float
or floats must be trained behind the boat. If a diver enters
and is carried away by the current, he/she can grab the trail
line and pull hand over hand back to the boat. These lines
are 100 to 300 ft �0 to 90 m! long.

Boat Maintenance � Following a dive, completely clean
and inspect the boat. When working in salt water, wash the
boat down with fresh water, particularly the engine. Nake
minor repairs  tighten screws, hardward, etc.! and carefully/
correctly stow all gear. Dry out lifejackets and other
moisture absorbing equipment. Carefully inspect for damage,
especially after operating in a rough sea or "hitting" an
object. Routine professional maintenance schedules must
be developed.

Safet Procedures

Common sense and good judgement are the keys to diving/
boating safety. Safety considerations are dictated by the
personnel, environment, and type of boat. For example,
John Dorr, University of Michigan, Great Lakes Research
Division developed the folLowing guidelines for small
boat operations �6 to 21 ft outboards!;

l. Loads will be anticipated so as to avoid exceeding
the capacity of the boat.

2. Operations will not be conducted during marginal
weather conditions.

3. Boats will be anchored or moored from the bow only.

4. The anchor line will be attached to the boat and
retained in a ready position.

S. An anchor will be set in addition to mooring lines
 to fix anchorage buoys!, especially for night
operations.

6. Two buckets or bailing devices will be carried in
the boat.

7. Emergency equipment  including flares, horn, whistle,
and first aid kit! will be placed in a floatable container
and secured to the boat in a manner to allow access in
the event that the boat overturns.
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Paddies will be secured to the boat.8.

Ideally, a radio telephone should be carried if the
boat cannot be visually monitored from shore.

9 ~

If extended offshore operations are anticipated,
a means of receiving continuous weather advisories
should be available.

10.

Do not "overpower" small boats or place too heavy
of engine on the stern.

No more than 6 scuba will be carried at any time
� for diving, one for standby diver, and l extra;
assume single cylinder type! .

12.

Equipment will be carried for a maximum of 3 divers
� divers and one standby diver!.

13.

All dives will be conducted with a minimum of 4
persons � divers, 1 standby diver, and 1 boat
handler/tender!.

l4.

During January to Hay and September to December all
personnel will wear full diver type exposure suits.

Standby equipment and the standby diver will be
in a ready status  suit and buoyancy system on;
scuba assembled; mask, fins, snorkel and weight
belt readily accessible!.

16.

A strobe light will be displayed from the boat
mast during night diving operations.

17.

Arrangements will be made to have all dives,
especially night dives, monitored by onshore
personnel. Specific emergency procedures will be
provided in writing in accordance with location and
situation. A beachmaster should be designated.

18.

A contingency plan will be established in the event
that the divers are separated from the boat. This
plan will be established prior to the divers leaving
the boat for every dive.

19.

Flare/smoke distress signals will be carried by
divers, especially at night or in adverse weather.

21.

After each dive, the boat should return to shore to
drop off unneeded equipment and samples and to
exchange personnel as required.

22.

Only the equipment and personnel necessary to complete
the given task should be carried on the boat.
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SCUBA DIVING AT NIGHT

Night diving can be both exciting and scientifically
rewarding. In the ocean, many nocturnal animals emerge shortly
after dusk and feed throughout the night. For example, some
striking differences between day and night fish populations
can be noted on tropical coral reefs.

Novice scuba divers are discouraged from participating
in open ocean night dives. Only through considerable daytime
diving experience can the diver gain the necessary ability
to maintain orientation. It is vital for the diver to
return to a designated point. Orientation underwater and on
the surface must be considered. When the scuba diver must

contend with currents and poor visibility, underwater or on
the surface, diving operations should be suspended. These
two factors can make maintaining orientation questionable if
not impossible.

Night diving sites must be considered on an individual
basis and the dives planned accordingly. Dives may be
conducted from both boats and shore stations. The following
is a list of considerations which the diver should take
into account when planning and executing a night dive:

l. Do not dive at an unfamiliar site. Daytime underwater
reconnaissance is necessary to gain familiarity with
underwater topography and features. Such familiarity
is vital to maintaining night time orientation. Prepare
and study sketch maps of the dive site.

2. Be certain to avoid ship traffic routes. A diver is
difficult to spot on the surface at night, especially
if his light has failed. He may be in immediate
danger from both large commercial vessels and pleasure
craft. If it is necessary to anchor and work at night
in a ship's channel, use a large vessel, display
proper night anchoring and work signals, and execute
radio security calls to warn ship traffic. When
possible, surface-supplied divers should be used
instead of scuba divers.

3. Any boat, whether large or small, must be securely
moored. This is especially significant when working
near reefs and in even slight currents. If the mooring
breaks, the boat could drift a considerable distance
before the divers surface. The vessel could be
destroyed if it drifts onto a reef.

4. Anchor precisely over the underwater site and work as
close to the boat as possible. Long underwater swims
are both unsafe and unnecessary at night.
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Use a weighted descent line with a large light
colored, reflective marker suspended about 10 feet
above the bottom.

Secure an underwater light pointing downward at 10
to 20 feet below the surface on the descent line.
Some divers use flashing strobe lights; however,
a constant light is easier to orient on than a
flashing light.

The divers should descend and ascend on the line
and use the light and bottom marker as the primary
orientation point.

Unless the underwater task requires that the divers
move some distance from the boat, work close to the
descent line with the operational range determined
by the distance at which the underwater marker light
is visible.

The surface vessel should never be left unattended.
At least one person must be assigned as surface
tender/boat operator. This person must have a high
intensity light and a whistle or loud-hailer. In the
event that divers become disoriented and surface
away from the boat, the surface tender can direct
them back to the boat with both light and noise signals.
Ideally, there should be a standby diver and a boat
operator stationed in the surface craft.

A prominently displayed white anchor light should be
used as both a warning to other boats and an orientation
point if divers accidentally surface away from the boat.

Avoid night scuba dives when surface visibility is
limited by fog or inclement weather.

Each diver must be equipped with at least one underwater
light and a compass. Many carry a compact model light
as a spare.

Special effort may be required to maintain the buddy
system.

In cold weather or when diving in cold water, surface
personnel in small boats should wear a protective
type diver's suit  wet or dry suit! or have a cold
water survival suit available.
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LINE TENDING A SCUBA DIVER

A standby diver should be used for line tended scuba
diving. Frequently, when working in shallow, clear water
where the diver is always visible, the tender can double as
a standby diver providing that he/she is equipped with
mask and fins  and diving suit/weights, if cold water! and
is capable of easily breathhold diving to the diver's work
site. Line tended scuba diving  single dive ! is questiooable
for working in enclosures or where the risk of entanglement/
entrapment is high.

Surface tenders should be experienced divers or
especially trained as tenders. The most effective assistance
can be given only by a tender who is familiar with equipment
procedures, safety precautions, underwater conditions, and
difficulties that are inherent in diving. 1t is the tender's
responsibility to see that the diver receives proper care
both topside and underwater. He/she must check all equipment
before sending the diver down.

When the diver is ready, the tender assists in dressing,
checks equipment, and assists the diver to the entry point.
The tender handles the line and allows for proper slack
 if the diver jumps into the water! or strain  if the diver

descends the ladder! . While the diver is submerged, the
tender hand.les the line and maintains line pull communications
 or voice communications if available!. It is important that
the loose line signals be memorized and practiced so they
will be recognized instantly. The following line signals
are commonly used by the U.S. Navy:

Tender-to-Diver

Are you all right?  When the
diver is descending, 1 pull
means stop.!

1 pull

Line tended scuba diving is an accepted practice in
commercial diving. However, it is currently an uncommon
practice in scientific/educational diving and must be
used with considerable discretion on the part of the Diving
Safety Coordinator and Diving Supervisor. Generally, the
University will limit a single scuba diver being line tended
from the surface to depths of about 15 to 30 fsw �.5 to 9 msw!
providing that the water is clear enough for the diver to be
seen from the surface. Line tended scuba diving may be
approved for low visibility water if a full face mask system
with communications and an emergency air supply are used.
Life lines used by scuba divers should be equipped with a
quick release device which enables the diver to disengage
himself/herself quickly in an emergency  exclusive of ice
and cave diving!.
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Go down.  During ascent, you
have come up too far. Go back
down until I stop you.!

2 pulls

Standby to come up.3 pulls

4 pulls . . . . . . . . . Come up.

Diver-to-Tender

I am all right.1 pull

2 pulls

3 pulls

4 pulls

Give me slack.

Take in my slack.

Haul me up.

Emer enc Si nals: Diver-to-Tender

2-2-2 pulls . . . . . . . I am fouled and need the
assistance of another diver.

I am fouled but I can clear
myself.

3-3-3 pulls

Haul me up immediately.4-4-4 pulls

Special signals may be prepared to meet diving requirements.

The tender may also serve as timekeeper/recordkeeper.
The tender assists the diver in past-dive procedures.

The tending line is a 100 to 150 ft �0 to 45 m!
heavy duty line, at least 3/8 in.  9.5 mm! in diameter
to facilitate handling. Although it is unlikely that
conditions will be such that heavy stress is placed on the

In tending the diver, the tender must not hold the
diver's line so taut as to interfere with the diver's work
or movements. The diver should be given 2 to 3 ft  .6 to 1 m!
of slack when he/she is on the bottom, but not so much that
he/she cannot be felt from time to time. Signals cannot
be received on a slack line. Line pull signals consist of a
series of sharp, distinct pulls, strong enough for the diver
or tender to feel but. not so strong as to pull the diver
away from his/her work or the tender from the ship. When
sending signals, take the slack out. of the line first. Repeat
signal until answered. The only signal not answered when
delivered is the emergency "haul me up" and "come up" is
delayed until the diver is ready. Continued failure to
respond to signal may indicate that there is too much slack
in the line, the line is fouled, or the diver is incapacitated.
Be prepared to dispatch a standby diver.
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line, it should have a minimum breaking strength of 1200
lbs �45 kg!. Many divers choose synthetic polypropylene
or polyethyl.ene  polyolefins! braided or 3-strand twist
rope. This rope is advantageous in that in most varieties
it floats and it is available in bright colors. A floating
line will float above the diver and is less likely to
interfere with kicking or become entangled in equipment.
A quick-release survival snap hook should be spliced to the
diver's end of the line. The rope should be marked at
approximately 3 ft � m! intervals.

Most line tended divers prefer to use some type of
body harness for securing the line to the body. A common
harness assembly is constructed of nylon webbing with
heavy "D" rings for attachment and securing to the body.
It consists of two over the shoulder straps and a rnid-chest
strap.

DIVING UNDER ICE

Diving under ice is particularly hazardous and should
only be undertaken when absolutely necessary. The diver is
subjected to severe cold stress, emergency procedures are
complicated, and the scuba may be adversely affected by
severe cold. The effects of cold on scuba regulators are
discussed in Section 3.

In addition to previously discussed procedures, the
following should be considered when working under ice:

l. Use ample protective clothing and do not commit
a chilled diver to an under-ice mission.

2. Always have a stand.-by diver ready to enter the
water immediately.

3. Cut a hole large enough to accommodate 2 or 3 divers
even though one diver is under the ice at a time.
 Be sure to mark the hole clearly following ice
diving to warn fisherman and snowmobile riders of
the hazardous opening.!

4. Limit dive duration and provide sufficient facilities
for immediate warming.

5. Never rely on a compass; the safety line is the
only way to insure relocation of the hole.

6. The safety line must be secured to the diver, not
his equipment. A trained tender must handle the
safety line or umhilrcal hose. Secure the line to
a fixed object on the surface.
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7. Avoid long excursions under the ice. If it is necessary
to cover large areas when under the ice, cut several
holes and make a series of dives.

8. Avoid having more than one scuba team in the water
at a time.

9. Divers must have considerable open-water experience
and special training prior to diving under the ice.

10. Carry an auxiliary breathing unit. Do not inhale
from regulators above water, wait until you submerge.

Specific procedures for under ice diving and training of
ice divers are to be in accordance with those given in:

Somers, L., "Cold Water and Under Ice Scuba
Diving", NAUI Technical Publication No. 4
 Colton, Calif: National Association of
Underwater Instructors, 1973!.

CAVE DIVING

Diving in water filled caverns is a specialized
scuba diving activity requiring special training, equipment,
and procedures. All University cave diving will require
special approval of the Diving Safety Committee and the
Diving Safety Coordinator. Specific procedures and requirements
will be specified for individual situations. In general,
equipment and procedures will be in accordance with those
recommended in the following or an equivalent publication:

Association for Cave Diving, 1973!.
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SECTION 5

AIR DECOMPRESSION*

GENERAL

When air is breathed under pressure, the inert nitro-
gen diffuses into the various tissues of the body. Nitrogen
uptake by the body continues, at different rates for the
various tissues, as long as the partial pressure of the
inspired nitrogen is higher than the partial pressure of the
gas absorbed in the tissues. Consequently, the amount of
nitrogen absorbed increases with the partial pressure of the
inspired nitrogen  depth! and. the duration of the exposure
 time!.

When the diver begins to ascend, the process is reversed
as the nitrogen partial pressure in the tissues exceeds that
in the circulatory and respiratory systems. The pressure
gradient from the tissues to the blood and lungs must be
carefully controlled to prevent too rapid an outward diffusion
of nitrogen. If the pressure gradient is uncontrolled, bubbles
of nitrogen gas can form in tissues and blood, resulting in
the development of decompression sickness.

To prevent the development of decompression sickness,
special decompression tables have been established. These
tables take into consideration the amount of nitrogen absorbed
by the body at various depths for given time periods. They
also consider allowable pressure gradients which can exist
without excessive bubble formation, and the different gas
elimination rates associated with various body tissues.

Stage decompression, requiring stops of specific dura-
tions at given depths, is used for air diving because of its
operational simplicity. It will be found that the decompres-
sion tables require longer stops at more frequent intervals
as the surface is approached due to the higher gas expansion
ratios which occur at shallow depths.

The VSN decompression tables are the result of years of
scientific study, calculation, animal and human experimenta-
tion, and extensive field experience. They represent the
best overall information available, but as depth and time
increases, they tend to be less accurate and require careful

This explanation of decompression tables is taken in part
from the U.S. Na Divin 0 erati s  NAVSHIPS
0994-009-6010! and the U.S. Nav Air Decom ression Table
Handbook  HAVSHTPS 0994-015-90103. Tables are rn an Appendix
of thrs handbook.
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application. Lacking the presence of trained medical staf f
personnel, or someone otherwise qualified, the tables must
be rigidly followed to ensure maximum diving safety. Varia-
tions in decompression procedures are permissible only with
the guidance of qualified medical staff personnel in emergency
situations.

Definition of Terms

Those terms which are frequently used in discussions of
the decompression tables are defined as follows:

D~e th � When used to indicate the depth of a dive, means the
maximum depth attained during the dive, measured in feet
of seawater  FSW!.

Bottom Time � The total elapsed time from when the diver leaves
the surface in descent to the time  next whole minute!
that he begins his diredt ascent, measured in minutes.

Decom ression Sto � Specified depth at which a diver must
remain for a specified length of time to eliminate inert
gases from his body.

Decom ression Schedule � Specific decompression procedure for
a given combxnatzon of depth and bottom time as listed
in a decompression table; it is normally indicated as
feet/minutes.

previous dive.

� Nitrogen gas that is still dissolved
tissues after he has surfaced.

Surface Interval � The time which a diver has spent. on the
sur ace ollowing a dive; beginning as soon as the
diver surfaces and ending as soon as he starts his
next descent.

'ti e Dive � Any dive conducted within a 12-hour
per>ad of a previous dive.

Re etitive Grou Designation � A letter which relates directly
to the amount of residual nitrogen in a diver's body for
a 12-hour period fallowing a dive.

Residual Nitro en Time � An amount of time, in minutes,
which must be added to the bottom time of a repetitive
dive to compensate for the nitrogen still in solution in
a diver's tissues from a previous dive.



Sin le Re etitive Dive � A dive for which the bottom time
used to select the decompression schedule is the sum
of the residual nitrogen time and the actual bottom
time of the dive.

USE OF DECOMPRESSION TABLES

Variations in Rate of Ascent

The rate of ascent for Standard Air Decompression Table
dives is 60 feet per minute. Since conditions sometimes
prevent these ascent rates from being maintained, a general
set. of instructions has been established to compensate for
any variations in rate of ascent. These instructions, along
with examples of their application, are listed below:

Condition No. 1 � Rate of ascent, less than 60 fpm, delay
occurs greater than 50 fsw.

Procedure � Increase BOTTON TIME by the difference between
the actual ascent time and the time if 60 fpm were used.

A dive was conducted to 120 feet with a bottom time
of 60 minutes. According to the 120/60 decompression
schedule of the Standard Air Decompression Table, the
first decompression stop is 30 feet. During the ascent
the diver was delayed at 100 feet and it actually took
5 minutes for him to reach his 30 foot decompression
stop. If an ascent rate of 60 fprn were used, it would
have taken him 1 minute 30 seconds to ascend from 120
feet to 30 feet. The difference between the actual and
60 fprn ascent times is 3 minutes 30 seconds. Increase
the bottom time of the dive from 60 minutes to 63
minutes 30 seconds and continue decompression according
to the schedule which represents this new bottom time
the 120/70 schedule.  Note from the Standard Air
Decompression Table that this 3-minute, 30-second delay
increased the diver's total decompression time fY'orn
71 minutes to 92 minutes 30 seconds � an increase of
21 minutes 30 seconds.!

Condition No. 2 � Rate of ascent less than 60 fpm delay
occurs less than 50 fsw.

Procedure � Increase TINK OF FIRST DECONPRESSION STOP by
difference between the actual ascent. time and the time if
60 fpm were used.

A dive was conducted to 120 feet with a bottom time
of 60 minutes. From the Standard Air Decompression
Table the first. decompression stop is 30 fsw. During
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the ascent, the diver was delayed at 40 feet and it
actually took 5 minutes for him to reach his 30-foot
stop As in the preceding example, the correct ascent
time should have been 1 minute 30 seconds causing
a delay of 3 minutes 30 seconds. Increase the length
of the 30-foot decompression stop by 3 minutes 30 seconds.
Instead of 2 minutes, the diver must spend 5 minutes 30
seconds at 30 feet.  Note that in this example, the
diver's total decompression time is increased by only
7 minutes; the 3-minute, 30 � second delay in ascent plus
the additional 3 minutes 30 seconds he had to spend
at 30 feet.!

Condition No. 3 � Rate of ascent greater than 60 fpm, no
decompression required, bottom time places the diver within
10 minutes of decompression schedule requiring decompression.

Procedure - Stop at 10 feet for the time that it would have
taken to ascend at a rate of 60 fpm.

A dive was conducted to 100 feet with a bottom time
of 22 minutes. During ascent, the diver momentarily
lost control of his buoyancy and increased his ascent
rate to 75 fpm. Normally, the 100/25 decompression
schedule of the Standard Air Decompression Table would
be used, which is a no-decompression schedule. However,
the actual bottom time of 22 minutes is within 10
minutes of the 100/30 dive schedule which does require
decompression. The diver must stop at 10 feet and
remain there for 1 minute and 40 seconds, the t.ime
that it would have taken him to ascend at 60 fpm.

Condition No. 4 � Rate of ascent greater than 60 fpm,
decompression required..

Procedure � Stop 10 feet below the first decompression
stop for the remaining time that it would have taken if
a rate of 60 fpm were used.

A diver ascending from a 120/50 scheduled dive takes
only 30 seconds to reach his 20-foot decompression
stop. At a rate of 60 fpm his ascent time should
have been 1 minute 40 seconds. He must return to
30 feet and remain there for the difference between
1 minute 40 seconds and 30 seconds, or 1 minute
10 seconds.

The rate of ascent between stops is not critical, and
variations from the specified rate require no compensation.
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Selection of Decom ression Schedule

The decompression schedules of all the tables are given
in l.0- or 20-foot depth increments. Depth and bottom time
combinations from actual dives, however, rarely exactly match
one of the decompression schedules listed in the tabl.e being
used. As assurance that the selected decompression schedule
is always conservative �  A! always select the schedule depth
to be equal to or the next depth greater than the actual depth
to which the dive was conduct.ed, and  B! always select the
schedule bottom time to be equal to or the next longer bottom
time than the actual bottom time of the dive.

If the Standard Air DeCompreSsiOn Table, far example, was
being used to select the correct schedule for a dive to 97 feet
for 31 minutes, decompression would be carried out in accor-
dance with the 100/40 schedule.

NEVER ATTEMPT TO INTERPOLATE
BETWEEN DECOMPRESSION SCHEDULES

Cold/Strenuous Dives

If the diver was exceptionally cold during the dive, or
if his work load was relatively strenuous, the next longer
decompression schedule than the one he would normally follow
should be selected. For example, the normal schedule for a
dive to 90 feet. for 34 minutes would be the 90/40 schedule.
If the diver were exceptionally cold or fatigued, he should
decompress according to the 90/50 schedule.

In scuba diving, dives are planned to remain within a
no-decompression limit. Consequently, the appropriate
schedule for a cold/strenuous scuba dive may be selected
by advancing to the next deeper dive depth. For example,
the normal limit for a 60 fsw dive is 60 minutes. If the
diver is cold or fatigued, the maximum limit selected from
the 70 fsw schedule is 50 minutes. For a repetitive dive,
the appropriate group designation would be selected as
if the previous dive were to 70 fsw.

Rules During Ascent

After the correct decompression schedule has been selected,
it is imperative that it be exactly followed. Without excep-
tion, decompression must be completed according to the selected
schedule unless the directions to alter the schedule are given
by a diving medical officer.

Ascend at a rate of 60 feet per minute when using all
Standard Air Decompression Tables. Any variation in the rate
of ascent must be corrected in accordance with the earlier
instructions. The diver's chest should be located as close
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as possible to the stop depth. A pneumofathometer is the most
practical instrument for ensuring proper measurement.

The decompressio~ stop times, as specified in each
decompression schedule, begin as soon as the diver reaches
the stop depth. Upon completion of the specified stop time,
the diver ascendsto the next stop, or to the surface, at the
proper ascent rate. DO NOT INCLUDE ASCENT TIME AS PART QF
STOP TIME.

Exce tional Ex osure

The exceptional exposure air decompression schedules are
for dives which expose the diver to oxygen partial pressures,
environmental conditions, and bottom times considered extreme.
The prolonged decompressions, which must be carried out in
the water, impose exceptional demands on the diver's endurance.
Because of this, decompressions conducted according to these
schedules have limited assurance that they will be completed
without an incidence of decompression sickness. For this
reason, the Diving Supervisor must fully justify the need for
conducting an exceptional exposure dive. Exceptional exposure
tables are not included in this handbook.

Re etitive Dives

During the l2-hour period after an air dive, the quantity
of residual nitrogen in a diver's body will gradually reduce
to its normal level. If, within this period, the diver is to
make a second dive � called a repetitive dive � he /she must
consider his/her present residual nitrogen level when planning
for the dive.

Upon complet.ing the first dive, the diver will have a
Repetitive Group Desig~atio~ assigned by either the Standard
Air Table or the No-Decompression Table. This designation
relates directly to his/her residual nitrogen level upon
surfacing. As nitrogen passes out of the tissues and blood,
the repetitive group designation changes.

The Residual Nitrogen Table permits this designation
to be determined at any time during the surface interval.

Just prior to beginning the repetitive dive, the re-
sidual nitrogen time should be determined using the Resi-
dual Nitrogen Table. This time is added to the actual bottom
time of the respective dive to give the bottom time of the
equivalent single dive. Decompression from the repetitive
dive is conducted using the depth and bottom time of the
equivalent single dive to select the appropriate decompres-
sion schedule. Equivalent single dives which require the use
of exceptional exposure decompression schedules should, when-
ever possible, be avoided.
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To assist in determining the decompression schedule for
a repetitive dive, a systematic repetitive dive worksheet may
be used.

If still another dive is to follow the repetitive dive,
the depth and bottom time of the first equivalent single dive
should be inserted in the second repetitive dive worksheet.

AIR DECONP RESS ION TABL ES

USN Standard Air Decom ression Table

This handbook contains the 9'tandard Air Table  Appendix H! .
If the bottom time of a dive is less than the first bottom time
listed for its depth, decompression is not required. The diver
may ascend directly to the surface at a rate of 60 feet per
minute. The repetitive group designation for no-decompression
dives is given in the No-Decompression Table.

As will be noted in the Standard Air Table, there are
no repetitive group designation for exceptional exposure
dives. Repetitive dives following an exceptional exposure
dive are not permitted.

E~xam le l - Diver Bowman has just completed a salvage dive
to a depth of 133 feet for 37 minutes. He was not exception-
ally cold or fatigued during the dive. What is his decompres-
sion schedule and his repetitive group designation at the
end of the decompression?

Solution � Select the equal or next deeper and the equal
or next longer decompression schedule. This would be the
140/30 schedule.

Action Total Elapsed
Ascent Time

 min:sec.!
Time

 min:sec. !
at

~ I VIII

No-Decompression Limits and Repetitive Group Designation
Table for No-Decom ression Air Dives

The No-Decompression Table serves two purposes. First,
it summarizes all the depth and bottom time combinations for
which no decompression is required. Secondly, it provides
the repetitive group designation for each no-decompression
dive. Even though decompression is not required, an amount

Ascend to 20 feet
60 fpm

Remain at 20 feet
Ascend to 10 feet
Remain at 10 feet
Ascend to Surface

Repetitive Group
Designation

1:13
5:00
0 10

21-00

0:10

1:13
6:13
7:23

28:23
28:33
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of nitrogen remains in the diver's tissues after every
dive. If he/she dives again within a 12-hour period, the
diver must consider this residual nitrogen when calculating
decompressio~.

Each depth listed in the No-Decompression Table has a
corresponding no-decompression limit given in minutes. This
limit is the maximum bottom time that a diver may spend at
that depth without requiring decompression. The columns to
the right of the no-decompression limits column are used
to determine the repetitive group designation which must
be assigned to a diver subsequent to every dive. To find
the repetitive group designation, enter the table at the
depth equal to or next greater than the actual bottom time
of the dive. Follow that column upward to the repetitive
group designation.

Depths above 35 feet do not have a specific no-decom-
pression limit. They are, however, restricted in that
they only provide repetitive group designations for bottom
times up to between 5 and 6 hours. These bottom-times are
considered the limitations of the No-Decompression Table
and no field requirement for diving should extend beyond
them.

Any dive below 35 feet which has a bottom time greater
than the no-decompression limit given in this table is a
decompression dive and should be conducted in accordance
with the Standard Air Table.

to conduct a brief inspection of the work site, located 100
feet below the surface. What is the maximum bottom time which
he may use without requiring decompression? What is his
repetitive group designation after the dive?

Solution � The no-decompression limit corresponding to the
100 foot depth in the No-Decompression Table is 25 minutes.
Therefore, the Diving Supervisor must descend to 100 feet,
make his inspection and begin his ascent within 25 minutes
without having to undergo decompression.

Following the 100 foot depth row to the 25 minute
column, the repetitive group designation at the top of this
column is H.

Residual Nitro en Timetable for Re etitive Air Dives

The quantity of residual nitrogen in a diver's body
immediately after a dive is expressed by the repetitive
group designation assigned to him by either the Standard Air
Table or the No-Decompression Table. The upper portion of
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the Residual Nitrogen Table is composed of various intervals
between 10 minutes and 12 hours, expressed in hours: minutes
�:21 = 2 hours 21 minutes!, Each interval has two limits;
a minimum time  top limit! and a maximum time  bottom limit!.

Residual nitrogen times, corresponding to the depth
of the repet,itive dive, are given in the body of the lower
portion of the table. To determine the residual nitrogen
time for a repetitive dive, locate the diver's repetitive
group designation from his previous dive along the diagonal
line above the table. Read horizontally to the interval in
which the diver's surface interval lies. The time spent on
the surface must be between or equal to the limits of the
selected interval.

Next, read vertically downwards to the new repetitive
group designation. This designation corresponds to the
present quantity of residual nitrogen in the diver's body.
Continue downward in this same column to the row which re-
presents the depth of the repet,itive dive. The time given at
the intersection is the residual nitrogen time, in minutes,
to be applied to the repetitive dive.

If the surface interval is less than 10 minutes, the
residual nitrogen time is the bottom time of the previous
dive. All of the residual nitrogen will be passed out
of the diver's body after 12 hours, so a dive conducted after
a 12-hour surface interval is not a repetitive dive.

There is one exception to this table. In some
instances, when the repetitive dive is to the same or
greater depth than the previous dive, the residual nitrogen
time may be longer than the actual bottom time of the
previous dive. In this event, add the actual bottom time
of the previous dive to the actual bottom time of the
repetitive dive to obtain the equivalent single dive time.

Exam le 3 � A repetitive dive is to be made to 98 fsw
or an estimated bottom time of 15 minutes. The previous

dive was to a depth of 102 fsw and had a 48 minute bottom
time. The diver's surface interval is 6 hours 28 minutes
�:28!. What decompression schedule should be used for the
repetitive dive'?

Solution � Using the repetitive dive worksheet
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REPETITIVE DIVE WORKSHEET

L PREVIOUS DIVE;

~minutes Zstandard Air Table
521 feet 0No-Decompression Table

~ repetitive group designation

IL SURFACE INTERVAL.'

~ hourssM minutes on surface.
Repetitive group from I ~
New repetitive group from surface

Residual Nitrogen Timetable ~
Ilf. RESIDUAL NITROGEN TIME:

98 feet  depth of repetitive dive!
New repetitive group from II. ~
Residual nitrogen time from

Residual Nitrogen 1"unstable ~
IV. EOUIVALENT SWam DIVE TIME:

minutes, residual nitrogen time from III.

PW minutes, actual bottom time of repetitive dive.
gg minutes, equivalent single dive time.

V DECOMPRESSION FOR REPETITIVE DfVE:

RR minutes, equivalent single dive time from IV.

g8 feet, depth of repetitive dive
Decompression from  check one!:
Q Standard Air Table H I'~attpression Table

Surface Table Uarng Oxygen p SurfaCe Table Using Air
No decompression required

minutes

minutes
Decompression Stops.

feet minutes

minutes

minutesSchedule used

Repetitive group

OMITTED DECONPRESSION

Use of Surface Decom ression Tables

The Surface Decompression Table Using Oxygen or The
Surface Decompression Table Using Air may be used to make up
omitted decompression only if the emergency surface interval

Certain emergencies may interrupt or prevent specified
decompression. Blow-up, exhausted air supply, bodily injury
and the like constitute such emergencies. If the diver shows
any symptoms of decompression sickness or gas embolism,
immediate treatment using the appropriate oxygen or air
recompression treatment table is essential. Even if the diver
shows no symptoms of ill effects, omitted decompression must
be made up in some manner to avoid later difficulty.
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occurs with no water stops required by these tables, or if required,
the water stops have already been completed.

Surface Decom ression Tables Not Ao licable

When the conditions which permit the use of the surface
decompression tables are not fulfilled, the diver's decompres-
sion has been compromised. Special care must be taken to
detect signs of decompression sickness, regardless of what
action is initiated. The diver must be returned to pressure
as soon as possible. The use of a recompression chamber is
strongly preferred over in-water recompression.

When a Recom ression Chamber is Available

Even if the diver shows no ill effects from his omitted
decompression, he needs immediate recompression. Take him
to depth in the chamber as appropriate for Recompression Treatment
Table 1A or 5. If he shows no ill effects, decompress him in
accordance with the Treatment Table. Consider any decom-
pression sickness developing during or after this procedure
as a recurrence.

When No Chamber is Available

When no chamber is available, use the following in-
water procedure, which is based on the Standard Air Decom-
pression Table with 1 minute between stoos

l. Repeat any stops deeper than 40 feet.

2. At 40 feet remain for one-fourth of the 10-foot
stop time.

3. At 30 feet, remain for one-third of the 10-foot
stop time.

4. At 20 feet, remain for one-half of the 10-foot
stop time.

5. At 10 feet, remain for 1 /2 times the scheduled1

10-foot st.op time.

Keep the diver at rest, provide a standby diver, and
maintain good communication and depth control. P'ollowing
this decompression procedure, observe for symptoms of
decompression sickness for 24 hours.
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SPECIAL CONDITIONS

Surface Decom ression

Surface decompression is a technique for fulfilling all
or a portion of the diver's decompression obligation in a
recompression chamber. By using this technique, the time
which the diver must spend in the water is significantly
reduced, and when oxygen is breathed in the recompression
chamber the diver's total decompression time is reduced.

Surface decompression is commonly used in commercial
and military diving operations where recompression chambers
are more readily available. However, because chambers are
not generally available on scientific/academic scuba diving
operations, Surface Decompression Tables have not been
included in this handbook. Also, since surface decompression
procedures are not routinely included in scientific/academic
diver training courses, this technique is not authorized
for use by University divers except for emergency management
of an omitted decompression situation when a chamber and
qualified operator and supervisor are available. The Diving
Safety Committee may grant special permission for use of
surface decompression using appropriate U.S. Navy Tables
and procedures.

Divin At A3.titude

The Standard Air Decompression Tables are based upon
diving in sea water from atmospheric pressure at sea level.
When diving is in inland waters with surface elevations
above 700 feet �10 meters! a3.titude corrections to the
tables become necessary. A number of "correction procedures"
and "altitude tables" are available. The following publi-
cation is currently recommended for establishing diving
procedures to be used at altitude:

Smith, C.L., Altitude Procedures for the Ocean Diver,
NAUX Technical Publ>catj.on No. 5  Colton, CA.:
National Association of Underwater Instructors, 3.976! .

Although the tables included in this publication follow the
Same criteria as the Standard Tables and should provide the
same degree of safety, they have not been subjected to the
rigorous manned validation tests required for decompression
tables. A cautious and conservative approach should be taken
when diving at altitude.

Excursion to Altitude Followin a Sea Level Dive

It is advisable to avoid excursions to more than 1980
feet �00 meters! altitude within 24 hours of diving. The
fo3.lowing University policy regarding flying has been established
for non-saturation dives::
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l. If you stay within the no-decompression limits of
the Standard Air Decompression Tables, you can fly
in pressurized commercial aircraft  or at maximum
altitude equivalent. of 8000 feet or 2400 'meters!
after a surface interval of 12 hours.

2. If decompression dives are performed  or should
have been performed!, the surface interval must
be 24 hours.

In some cases, driving over high mountain passes may incur
a risk of decompression sickness and the same procedures
should be observed a.s for flying after a dive.

Some authorities are more liberal regarding excursion
to altitude. The following may be considered at the
discretion of the Diving Supervisor or diving medical
personnel for exceptional circumstances or emergencies:

l. If all dives within the past 12 hours have been
no-decompression dives, flights  cabin altitude
of less than 8000 feet or 2400 meters! may be
considered after a 2 hour surface interval.

2. Helicopter/low altitude aircraft flights  maximum
altitude of 990 feet or 360 meters! may be considered
within 1 hour of no-decompression dives or 4 hours
of decompression dives.

S ecial Considerations

Decompression sickness can be prevented by proper
planning, proper diving procedures, and some special
precautions. The following special considerations or helpful
hints are included to aid in the prevention of decompression
sickness:

l. Whenever possible, AVOlD decompression dives; plan
all scuba dives within the NO-DECOMPRESSION LINITS.

2. If in doubt regarding depth, time, or diver condition,
use a CONSERVATIVE SCHEDULE.

3. DO NOT dive right up to the no-decompression limit
 i.e., terminate bottom time for 60 fsw at 50-
55 minutes, not 60 minutes! .

4. Establish a strict team requirement that all scuba
cylinders must have a minimum pressure of 200 psig
when the diver reaches the surface. This will help
avoid running out of air followed by rapid ascent.
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Be aware of the physical condition of your divers.
Use CONSERVATIVE SCHEDULES for cold and/or heavy
exertion dives, persons with history of decompression
sickness, persons with prior athletic type injuries
 especially knee injuries!, female divers, overweight
individuals, older divers, and persons in poor
physical condition.

AVOID decompression requirements in sea conditions
which make maintaining exact decompression stop
depths difficult.

MANDATORY DECOMPRESSION STOPS even on no-decompression
dives may enhance safety IF sea conditions permit;
remaining air supply is satisfactory; the idea of a
safety "stop" does not cultivate haphazard diving
techniques, inaccurate depth/time monitoring, and.
so on; and proper repetitive schedules are used.
The SAFEST and BEST procedure to add SAFETY FACTORS
is to use a greater depth and/or bottom time to
determine the decompression schedule AND base the
repetitive dive computation on the SCHEDULE USED.

ASCENT to the surface on NO-DECOMPRESSION dives
at a rate SLOWER than 60 fpm is safe, IF the ascent
time is included as part of the bottom time. Ascent
rates FASTER than 60 fpm are UNSAFE!

Although the U.S. Navy specifies that "bottom time"
terminates when the diver begins ascent, many scuba
divers use a SLOW ascent rate and the TOTAL DIVE
TINE for dive schedule determinations.

EXTRAPOLATION of tables to cover multilevel depth
dives is practiced by many divers. Such calculations
of exact tissue nitrogen tensions on multilevel dives
can be performed, but not for the infinite number
of combinations, and not during the dive itself with
assured safety. The only ACCEPTABLE procedure at this
time, although very CONSERVATIVE, is to consider the
MAXIMUM depth for the total bottom time.

DECOMPRESSION METERS/DEVICES currently available
for scuba diving give MARKED DEVIATIONS from Standard
U.S. Navy Air Decompression Tables and DO NOT provide
the diver with the same margin of safety. Some of
these schedule inconsistancies may prove to be
DANGEROUS. As with any mechanical device, they are
also subject to MALFUNCTION. At this time, existing
scuba diver decompression meters/devices are NOT
APPROVED for University divers as an alternative
to Standard Decompression Tables.
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Experience suggests that some decompression schedules
carry some HIGHER RISK than others. These include:

50 fsw/100 min. no decompression limit
140 fsw/30 and 40 min. schedules
150 fsw/30 min. schedule
170 fsw/30 min. schedule

This is not an all inclusive list. A more CONSERVATIVE
decompression schedule should be considered for these
depths and times.

Exceptional exposure table dives have a significantly
HIGHER INCIDENCE of decompression sickness than found
when using Standard Tables. AVOID diving in the
exceptional exposure range if at all possible.

Whenever possible, plan the DEEPEST dive of a
repetitive sequence first and the repetitive dives
progressively shallower.

When working with decompression tables, you can
ALWAYS use a GREATER than actual bottom time, greater
than actual depth, higher repetitive group, and
greater residual nitrogen time for dive schedule
calculation.

U. S. Navy Standard Air Decompression and Repetitive
Dive Tables can be DANGEROUS ZF you use them in ways
they were NOT INTENDED to be used, or if you IGNORE
them, MODIFY them without regard to their design,
or if you EXTRAPOLATE them to cover non-standard
conditions.

TIME AND AIR ARE CHEAPER THAN BONES AND NERVE TISSUE!
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NOTES:


